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A Time of One's Own

Ain't I an
Anthropologist

Histories of Feminism in
Contemporary Art
Catherine Grant

Zora Neale Hurston Beyond the
Literary Icon
Jennifer L. Freeman
Marshall

September 2022 232pp 61 illus.
9781478018841 £20.99/ $25.95 PB
9781478016205 £86.00/ $99.95 HB

New Black Studies Series
February 2023 264pp 10 b&w photos
9780252087103 £22.99/ $27.95 PB
9780252044960 £88.00/ $110.00 HB

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Examines how contemporary feminist ar�sts such
as Sharon Hayes, Mary Kelly, Allyson Mitchell,
Deirdre Logue, Lubaina Himid, and Pauline Boudry
and Renate Lorenz are turning to the history of
feminism in the twenty-first century as a way to
understand the present moment.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

Explores Hurston’s popular appeal as iconography,
her eleva�on into the literary canon, her concurrent
marginaliza�on in anthropology despite her
significant contribu�ons, and her place within
construc�ons of Black feminist literary tradi�ons.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Among Women across
Worlds

At War with Women

February 2023 348pp 40 b&w hts., 1
map
9781501767302 £49.00/ $56.95 HB

February 2023 288pp 6 b&w hts., 4
diagrams
9781501767746 £24.99/ $29.95 PB

Military Humanitarianism and
Imperial Feminism in an Era of
Permanent War
Jennifer Greenburg

North Korea in the Global Cold
War
Suzy Kim

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

At War with Women reveals how post-9/11 poli�cs of
gender and development have transformed US
military power. This book provides an analysis of US
imperialism that keeps the present in tension with
the past, clarifying where colonial ideologies of race,
gender, and sexuality have resurfaced and how they
are changing today.

Suzy Kim excavates the transna�onal linkages
between women of North Korea and a worldwide
women's movement. This book is an archaeology of
forgo�en movements. Their intersec�onal program
claimed that there is "no peace without jus�ce," that
"the personal is the poli�cal," and that "women's
rights are human rights" many decades before
ac�vists of the West embraced such agendas.

Bad Education

Banning Transgender
Conversion Practices

Why Queer Theory Teaches Us
Nothing
Lee Edelman

A Legal and Policy Analysis
Florence Ashley

Theory Q
December 2022 376pp 105 illus.
9781478018629 £23.99/ $28.95 PB
9781478015970 £90.00/ $104.95 HB

Law and Society
December 2022 220pp
9780774866934 £29.99/ $35.95 NIP

UBC PRESS

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Banning Transgender Conversion Prac�ces is the first
book to offer a comprehensive analysis of how
conversion prac�ces targe�ng transgender people are
regulated around the world. Ashley offers a carefully
annotated model law that provides detailed guidance
for legislatures and policymakers. Most importantly,
this book centres the experiences of trans people
themselves in its analysis and recommenda�ons.

Long awaited a�er No Future, and making queer
theory controversial again, Lee Edelman’s Bad
Educa�on proposes a queerness without posi�ve
iden�ty—a queerness understood as a figural name
for the void, itself unnamable, around which the
social order takes shape.

Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ
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Bolshevik Sexual
Forensics

Brown and Gay in LA

The Lives of Immigrant Sons
Anthony Christian Ocampo

Diagnosing Disorder in the
Clinic and Courtroom,
1917–1939
Dan Healey

September 2022 240pp 1 b&w illus.
9781479824250 £22.99/ $28.00 HB

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

This book is an homage to
second-genera�on gay men and
their radical redefini�on of what
it means to be gay, to be a man, to be a person of
color, and, ul�mately, what it means to be an
American. Ocampo details his own story of
reconciling his queer Filipino American iden�ty and
those of men like him.

NIU Series in Slavic, East European, and
Eurasian Studies
November 2022 264pp 7 b&w hts.
9781501768217 £21.99/ $26.95 NIP

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Explores the ins�tu�onal history of Russian and
Soviet forensic medicine and examines the effects
of its authority when confron�ng sexual disorder.

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Castoffs of Capital

Changing the Subject

November 2022 272pp 26 b&w illus., 1
table
9781517913366 £22.99/ $28.00 PB
9781517913359 £96.00/ $112.00 HB

Next Wave: New Direc�ons in Women's
Studies
September 2022 280pp 7 illus.
9781478018889 £21.99/ $26.95 PB
9781478016243 £86.00/ $99.95 HB

Work and Love among Garment
Workers in Bangladesh
Lamia Karim

Feminist and Queer Politics in
Neoliberal India
Srila Roy

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Examines how female garment workers experience
their work and personal lives within the stranglehold
of global capital. Drawing on fieldwork in Bangladesh,
Lamia Karim focuses a�en�on onto the lives of older
women aged out of factory work, heretofore largely
ignored, thereby introducing a new dimension to the
understanding of a female-headed workforce that
today numbers around four million in Bangladesh.

Maps the rapidly transforming terrain of gender and
sexual poli�cs in India under condi�ons of global
neoliberalism. Tracing changes in feminist
governmentality that were entangled in transna�onal
neoliberalism, Roy shows how historical and highly
local feminist currents shaped contemporary queer
and non-queer neoliberal feminisms.

Excludes Japan & ANZ

Cistem Failure

Counseling Women

Essays on Blackness and
Cisgender
Marquis Bey

Kinship Against Violence in India
Julia Kowalski
December 2022 240pp 3 b&w illus.
9781512822847 £26.99/ $32.50 PB
9781512822854 £86.00/ $99.95 HB

ASTERISK
August 2022 184pp
9781478018445 £20.99/ $24.95 PB
9781478015802 £82.00/ $94.95 HB

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRESS

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Women’s rights ac�vists around
the world have commonly understood gendered
violence as the product of so-called tradi�onal family
structures, from which women must be liberated.
Counseling Women contends that this perspec�ve
overlooks the social and cultural contexts in which
women understand and navigate their rela�onships
with kin.

Marquis Bey meditates on the antagonis�c
rela�onship between blackness and cisgender,
showing that as a category, cisgender cannot capture
how people depart from gender alignment and its
coding as white. Bey makes a case for an an�racist
gender aboli�on project that rejects cisgender as a
regulatory apparatus.
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COVID and Gender in
the Middle East

Cripping Intersex
Celeste E. Orr

Edited by Rita Stephan

Disability Culture and Poli�cs
September 2022 332pp
9780774865531 £77.00/ $89.95 HB

February 2023 304pp
9781477326527 £43.00/ $50.00 HB

UBC PRESS

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

Explores the poli�cal, discursive,
and embodied connec�ons
between intersex and disability
to develop a radically innova�ve approach to
intersex studies and ac�vism. This necessary work
offers radical new understandings of intersex-withdisability by inves�ga�ng how intersex and
interphobia intersect with disability and ableism,
and pushes analyses of intersex experience further
than feminist or queer theory can do alone.

COVID and Gender in the Middle
East examines a range of
na�onal and localized responses
to gender-specific issues around COVID’s health
impact and the economic fallout and resul�ng social
vulnerabili�es. An essen�al global resource, this
book is the first to provide empirical evidence of
COVID’s gendered effects in the Middle East and
North Africa.

Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

Cruisy, Sleepy,
Melancholy

Dangerous Intercourse

September 2022 216pp 17 b&w illus.
9781517913182 £20.99/ $25.00 PB
9781517913175 £86.00/ $100.00 HB

The United States in the World
January 2023 300pp 19 b&w hts., 2
maps
9781501767074 £47.00/ $54.95 HB

Gender and Interracial Relations
in the American Colonial
Philippines, 1898–1946
Tessa Winkelmann

Sexual Disorientation in the
Films of Tsai Ming-liang
Nicholas de Villiers

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

A cri�cal figure in queer Sinophone cinema—and the
first director ever commissioned to create a film for
the permanent collec�on of the Louvre—Tsai Mingliang is a major force in Taiwan cinema and global
moving image art. Cruisy, Sleepy, Melancholy offers a
fascina�ng, systema�c method for analyzing the
queerness of Tsai’s films.

Winkelmann examines interracial social and sexual
contact between Americans and Filipinos in the early
twen�eth century via a wide range of rela�onships—
from the casual and economic to the formal and long
term. This book highlights that sexual rela�onships
enabled US authori�es to police white and non-white
bodies alike, define racial and na�onal boundaries,
and solidify colonial rule throughout the archipelago.

Excludes Japan & ANZ

Daughters of Parvati

Defying "The Plan"

Contemporary Ethnography
July 2022 296pp 2 illus.
9781512823745 £21.99/ $26.50 PB

September 2022 262pp 3 b&w photos
9780253062505 £25.99/ $32.00 PB
9780253062499 £73.00/ $85.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRESS

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Women and Madness in
Contemporary India
Sarah Pinto

Intimate Politics among
Palestinian Women in Israel
Kim Jezabel Zinngrebe

Pales�nian women in Israel are
expected to operate even the most in�mate aspects
of their lives according to what some call "The Plan,"
which dictates everything from clothing, marriage,
religion, and sex to how children are born and raised.
The stories in this book trace and unpack se�ler
colonial power at the level of the in�mate and na�ve
women's various prac�ces of defiance.

In her role as devoted wife, the Hindu goddess
Parva� is the divine embodiment of viraha, the agony
of separa�on from one's beloved, a form of love that
is also intense suffering. These contradictory
emo�ons reflect the overlapping dissolu�ons of love,
family, and mental health explored by Sarah Pinto in
this visceral ethnography.
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Digital Masquerade

Dragging Away

Postmillennial Pop
February 2023 224pp 19 b&w illus.
9781479811847 £22.99/ $28.00 PB
9781479811830 £77.00/ $89.00 HB

September 2022 200pp 35 illus., incl.
20 in color
9781478018674 £20.99/ $24.95 PB
9781478016045 £82.00/ $94.95 HB

Feminist Rights and Queer
Media in China
Jia Tan

Queer Abstraction in
Contemporary Art
Lex Morgan Lancaster

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Traces the formal and material innova�ons of
contemporary queer and feminist ar�sts, showing
how they use abstrac�on as a queering tac�c for
social and poli�cal ends. Demonstrates that
abstrac�on is not apoli�cal, neutral, or universal; it
is a form of social praxis that ac�vely contributes to
queer, feminist, cri�cal race, trans, and crip poli�cs.

Offers a trenchant and singular analysis of the
convergence of digital media, feminist and queer
culture, and rights consciousness in China. Jia Tan
captures the feminist, queer, and rights ar�cula�ons
that are simultaneously disrup�ve of and
condi�oned by state censorship, technological
affordances, and dominant social norms.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Feeling Feminism

Feels Right

Activism, Affect, and Canada’s
Second Wave
Edited by Lara Campbell,
Michael Dawson &
Catherine Gidney

Black Queer Women and the
Politics of Partying in Chicago
Kemi Adeyemi
September 2022 192pp
9781478018698 £20.99/ $24.95 PB
9781478016076 £82.00/ $94.95 HB

December 2022 336pp 9 b&w photos
9780774866514 £33.00/ $37.95 NIP

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

UBC PRESS

How Black queer women use the
queer dance floor to ar�culate rela�onships to
themselves, the Black queer community, and
gentrifying neighborhoods in Chicago. What emerges
is a sensorial portrait of the cri�cal, black queer
geographies and collec�vi�es that emerge in social
dance se�ngs and in the broader neoliberal city.

A groundbreaking collec�on of interdisciplinary
scholarship on second-wave feminist history and
feminist social movements in Canada that puts
emo�ons at the centre of the story. Contributors
reveal its full impact on contemporary Canada and
highlight the contested, some�mes exclusionary
nature of the movement itself.
Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

Feminism in Coalition

Feminist Mournings

January 2023 304pp
9781478019152 £22.99/ $27.95 PB
9781478016519 £90.00/ $104.95 HB

September 2022 280pp 15 illus.
9781478019718 £16.99/ $20.00 PB

Thinking with US Women of
Color Feminism
Liza Taylor

Edited by
Kimberly Juanita Brown &
Jyoti Puri
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Explores feminist ar�cula�ons of
mourning that are anchored in
slavery, se�ler occupa�on, colonialism, migra�on,
and the violence of modern na�onal states. The
authors perceive mourning not as a process of
individualized grief to be worked through or
overcome but as a collec�ve condi�on that
encompasses historical consciousness and
contemporary collec�ve ac�on.

Examines how U.S. women of
color feminists’ coali�onal collec�ve poli�cs of the
1960s, 70s, and 80s is an indispensable resource to
contemporary poli�cal theory, feminist studies, and
intersec�onal social jus�ce ac�vism. By illustra�ng
coali�on’s vitality to a variety of prac�cal and
philosophical interdisciplinary discussions,
encourages us to rethink feminist and poli�cal theory.
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Forbidden Intimacies

Gender Essentialism
and Orthodoxy

Polygamies at the Limits of
Western Tolerance
Melanie Heath

Beyond Male and Female
Bryce E. Rich

Globaliza�on in Everyday Life
February 2023 256pp
9781503634251 £21.99/ $26.00 PB
9781503627604 £73.00/ $85.00 HB

Orthodox Chris�anity and
Contemporary Thought
November 2022 272pp
9781531501532 £28.99/ $35.00 PB
9781531501525 £100.00/ $125.00 HB

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS

In the past thirty years, polygamy has become a
flashpoint of conflict as Western governments
a�empt to regulate certain cultural and religious
prac�ces that challenge seemingly central principles
of family and jus�ce. Melanie Heath compara�vely
inves�gates the regula�on of polygamy in the
United States, Canada, France, and Mayo�e.

Within contemporary Orthodoxy, debates over sex
and gender have become increasingly polemical
over the past genera�on. Gender Essen�alism and
Orthodoxy offers an immanent cri�que of gender
essen�alism in the stream of the contemporary
Orthodox Church influenced by the “Paris School”
of Russian émigré theologians and their heirs.

Gendered Places

Good Sex

The Landscape of Local Gender
Norms across the United States
William J. Scarborough

Transforming America through
the New Gender and Sexual
Revolution
Catherine M. Roach

February 2023 252pp 8 tables, 48 figures
9781439922040 £28.99/ $34.95 PB
9781439922033 £90.00/ $104.50 HB

October 2022 288pp 17 color illus., 10
b&w illus.
9780253064691 £17.99/ $24.00 PB
9780253064684 £65.00/ $75.00 HB

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Examines metropolitan
commu�ng zones to see how each region’s local
culture reflects gender roles and gender equity. He
uses surveys and social media data to measure
mul�ple dimensions of gender norms, including
expecta�ons toward women in leadership, a�tudes
toward working mothers, as well as the division of
household labor.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

The United States may have a puritanical past, but
the 21st century is wide open to diverse gender
expression and romance. Good Sex is the manifesto—
or Manisexto, if you will—for this cultural revolu�on.
Roach features such topics as equity, intersec�onality,
and shared pleasure while offering a lively discussion
that is inclusively feminist, queer-friendly, and sexposi�ve without being divisive.

Excludes Asia Pacific

Her Neighbor's Wife

Identity Politics in the
Women's Movemen

A History of Lesbian Desire
Within Marriage
Lauren Jae Gutterman

Edited by Barbara Ryan

August 2001 374pp
9780814774793 £24.99/ $30.00 PB

Poli�cs and Culture in Modern America
September 2022 328pp 1 illus.
9781512823691 £21.99/ $26.50 NIP

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Offers cri�cal examina�on of the
inescapable role of iden�ty in
academic and ac�vist feminism
and the opportuni�es, challenges and conflicts
iden�ty poli�cs pose. An essen�al collec�on that
unpacks issues of race, class, gender, ethnicity,
sexuality, disability, and age, contribu�ng a mélange
of sharp, lively perspec�ves to current debate.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRESS

Through interviews, diaries, memoirs, and le�ers, Her
Neighbor's Wife traces the stories of hundreds of
women who struggled to balance marriage and
same-sex desire in the postwar United States. In
doing so, Lauren Jae Gu�erman draws our a�en�on
away from the postwar landscape of urban gay bars
and into the homes of married women.

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ
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Infertility in a
Crowded Country

Ingredients for
Revolution

Hiding Reproduction in India
Holly Donahue Singh

A History of American Feminist
Restaurants, Cafes, and
Coffeehouses
Alex D. Ketchum

December 2022 280pp 21 b&w illus.
9780253063878 £25.99/ $32.00 PB
9780253063861 £69.00/ $80.00 HB

November 2022 360pp
9781988111414 £40.00/ $45.95 PB

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

UBC PRESS

Holly Donahue Singh draws on interviews,
observa�on, and autoethnographic perspec�ves in
local communi�es and Lucknow's infer�lity clinics
to examine access to technology and treatments
and to explore how pop culture shapes the
reproduc�ve paths of women and their supporters
through clinical spaces, health camps, religious
sites, and adop�on agencies.

The first history of the more than 230 feminist and
lesbian-feminist restaurants, cafes, and
coffeehouses that existed in the United States from
1972 to the present. Ingredients for Revolu�on is a
fundamental work of women’s history, food history,
and cultural history.
Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

Lesbian Death

LGBT Inclusion in
American Life

Desire and Danger between
Feminist and Queer
Mairead Sullivan

Pop Culture, Political
Imagination, and Civil Rights
Susan Burgess

November 2022 224pp
9781517910020 £21.99/ $26.00 PB
9781517910013 £89.00/ $104.00 HB

LGBTQ Poli�cs
February 2023 208pp
9781479819751 £22.99/ $28.00 PB
9781479819720 £77.00/ $89.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

The loss of lesbian spaces, as well
as ideas of the lesbian as anachronis�c has called into
ques�on the place of lesbian iden�ty within our
current culture. In Lesbian Death, Mairead Sullivan
probes the percep�on that lesbian status is in retreat,
exploring the poli�cal promises—and especially the
failures—of lesbian feminism and its usefulness
today.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

LGBT Inclusion in American Life tells the story of how
exclusion was transformed into inclusion in US
poli�cs and society, as pop culture changed
mainstream Americans thinking about “non-gay”
issues, namely privacy, sex and gender norms, and
family.

Excludes Japan & ANZ

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Male Femininities

Memories of a Gay
Catholic Boyhood

Edited by Dana Berkowitz,
Elroi J. Windsor &
C. Winter Han

Coming of Age in the Sixties
John D'Emilio

February 2023 368pp 20 b&w illus.
9781479808786 £28.99/ $35.00 PB
9781479839612 £85.00/ $99.00 HB

September 2022 248pp 15 illus.
9781478015925 £24.99/ $29.95 HB

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

The coming-of-age story of John
D’Emiliom, one of the leading historians of his
genera�on and a pioneering figure in the field of
LGBTQ history. Takes readers from his working-class
Bronx neighborhood and Columbia University to New
York’s hidden gay male subculture and the poli�cal
and social upheavals of the late 1960s.

Presents a nuanced, cri�cal
collec�on of essays that highlight the extent to which
male feminini�es are neither an imita�on of
femaleness nor an emptying of masculinity. Male
Feminini�es illuminates what happens when we
decouple femininity from female bodies and how
even the smallest cracks and fissures in the norma�ve
order can disrupt, challenge, and in some cases
reaffirm our exis�ng sex-gender regime.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ
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Misogynoir
Transformed

New Media Futures

Black Women’s Digital
Resistance
Moya Bailey
Intersec�ons
September 2022 248pp
9781479878741 £13.99/ $16.95 NIP

& Judy Malloy

The Rise of Women in the
Digital Arts
Edited by Donna Cox, Ellen
Sandor & Janine Fron
Foreword by Lisa
Wainwright, Anne Balsamo

August 2022 328pp 356 color photos
9780252087011 £20.99/ $24.95 NIP

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Where racism and sexism meet—an understanding
of an�-Black misogyny. Bailey delves into her
groundbreaking concept, highligh�ng Black
women’s digital resistance to an�-Black misogyny
on YouTube, Facebook, Tumblr, and other pla�orms.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

New Media Futures captures the spirit and
contribu�ons of twenty-two women working within
emergent media as diverse as digital games, virtual
reality, medicine, supercompu�ng visualiza�on, and
browser-based art.

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

On the Inconvenience
of Other People

Picture Bride

A Novel
Yoshiko Uchida
Foreword by Elena Tajima
Creef

Lauren Berlant

Wri�ng Ma�ers!
September 2022 256pp 18 illus.
9781478018452 £20.99/ $25.95 PB
9781478015819 £86.00/ $99.95 HB

Classics of Asian American Literature
August 2022 224pp
9780295751122 £16.99/ $19.95 PB

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS

Lauren Berlant con�nues to
explore our affec�ve engagement with the world,
focusing on the encounter with and the desire for the
bother of other people and objects, showing that to
be driven toward a�achment is to desire to be
inconvenienced.

Seeking an escape from life in her small village in
Japan, Hana Omiya arrives in California in 1917, one
of thousands of Japanese “picture brides” whose
arranged marriages brought them to the United
States. Revealing the human impact of migra�on,
evacua�on, and incarcera�on, Picture Bride is a wideranging portrait of Japanese American life in the early
twen�eth century.

Pink Triangle Legacies

Queer Forms

Coming Out in the Shadow of the
Holocaust
W. Jake Newsome

Ramzi Fawaz

September 2022 448pp 42 b&w and 25
color illus.
9781479820733 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781479829828 £77.00/ $89.00 HB

September 2022 304pp 17 b&w hts., 1
chart
9781501765155 £28.99/ $34.95 HB

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Explores how the central values
of 1970s movements for
women’s and gay libera�on—including
consciousness-raising, separa�sm, and coming out of
the closet—were translated into a range of American
popular culture forms. Against the ideal of ceaseless
gender and sexual fluidity and a�achments to rigidly
defined iden��es, Queer Forms argues for the value
of shapeshi�ing as the imagina�ve transforma�on of
genders and sexuali�es across �me.

Traces the transforma�on of the
pink triangle from a Nazi concentra�on camp badge
and emblem of discrimina�on into a widespread,
recognizable symbol of queer ac�vism, pride, and
community. This book illustrates the dangerous
consequences of historical silencing and how the
incorpora�on of hidden histories into the mainstream
understanding of the past can contribute to a more
inclusive experience of belonging in the present.

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ
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Queer Kinship

Queer Silence

Theory Q
August 2022 360pp 1 illus.
9781478018650 £23.99/ $28.95 PB
9781478016021 £90.00/ $104.95 HB

October 2022 296pp 15 b&w illus.
9781517914097 £20.99/ $24.95 PB
9781517914080 £86.00/ $100.00 HB

Race, Sex, Belonging, Form
Edited by Tyler Bradway &
Elizabeth Freeman

On Disability and Rhetorical
Absence
J. Logan Smilges

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

In queer culture, silence has been equated with
voicelessness, complicity, and even death. Queer
Silence insists, however, that silence can be a
genera�ve and empowering mode of survival. J.
Logan Smilges explores what silence can mean for
people whose bodyminds signify more powerfully
than their words.

The contributors to this volume assert the
importance of queer kinship to queer and trans
theory and to kinship theory. In a contemporary
moment marked by the rising �des of
neoliberalism, fascism, xenophobia, and homo- and
cis-na�onalism, they approach kinship as both a
horizon and a source of violence and possibility.

Excludes Japan & ANZ

Queering the Midwest

Religion and Broken
Solidarities

Forging LGBTQ Community
Clare Forstie

Feminism, Race, and
Transnationalism
Edited by Atalia Omer &
Joshua Lupo

October 2022 240pp 8 b&w illus.
9781479801879 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781479801862 £77.00/ $89.00 HB

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Contending Moderni�es
December 2022 188pp
9780268203863 £28.99/ $35.00 PB
9780268203856 £86.00/ $100.00 HB

In this compelling examina�on of
LGBTQ communi�es in seemingly
“unfriendly” places, this book highlights the
ambivalence of LGBTQ lives in the rural Midwest,
where LGBTQ organiza�ons and events occur
occasionally but are generally not grounded in longstanding LGBTQ ins�tu�ons. Fors�e offers the story of
a community that does not fit neatly into a narra�ve
of progress or decline.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME PRESS

The contributors to this original volume provide a
new and nuanced approach to studying how
discourses of religion shape public domains in sites of
poli�cal contesta�on and “broken solidari�es.”

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Seeking Western Men

Sex, Gender, and
Illegitimacy in the
Castilian Noble Family,
1400–1600

Email-Order Brides under
China's Global Rise
Monica Liu

Grace E. Coolidge

Globaliza�on in Everyday Life
November 2022 248pp
9781503633735 £22.99/ $28.00 PB
9781503632479 £77.00/ $90.00 HB

Women and Gender in the Early Modern
World
December 2022 346pp 4 genealogies
9781496218803 £56.00/ $65.00 HB

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Ideas about China’s email-order bride industry are
rife with stereotypes—younger, more physically
a�rac�ve brides from non-Western countries being
paired with older Western men. Liu finds that these
ideas are more myth than fact. Her study of the
industry offers stories of Chinese women who are
primarily middle-aged, divorced, and proac�vely
seeking spouses to fulfill their material and sexual
needs.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Examines illegi�macy across the fi�eenth and
sixteenth centuries and analyzes its implica�ons for
gender and family structure in the Spanish nobility,
whose ac�ons, structure, and power had immense
implica�ons for the future of the empire.
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Sexuality Beyond
Consent

Shirts Powdered Red

Haudenosaunee Gender, Trade,
and Exchange across Three
Centuries
Maeve Kane

Risk, Race, Traumatophilia
Avgi Saketopoulou
Sexual Cultures
February 2023 272pp
9781479820252 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781479820238 £77.00/ $89.00 HB

February 2023 372pp 12 b&w hts., 5
maps, 15 charts
9781501767883 £56.00/ $64.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

By looking at clothing that was bought, created, and
remade, Maeve Kane brings to life how
Haudenosaunee women used access to global trade
to maintain a dis�nct and enduring Haudenosaunee
iden�ty in the face of colonial pressures to
assimilate and disappear. Shirts Powdered Red
offers a sweeping, detailed cultural history of three
centuries of Haudenosaunee women's labor and
agency to shape their na�ons' future.

Contemporary discourse on sex and sexuality is
fixated on consent as a means of mi�ga�ng danger
and avoiding forms of sexual trauma. Grounding its
arguments in the psychoanaly�c theory of Jean
Laplanche, this book dares us to step into a
different territory, where we do not guard the self
but risk experience.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Smitten

Surface Relations

December 2022 222pp 15 b&w hts.
9781501766473 £28.99/ $34.95 HB

December 2022 248pp 24 illus.
9781478018995 £20.99/ $25.95 PB
9781478016359 £86.00/ $99.95 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Sex, Gender, and the Contest for
Souls in the Second Great
Awakening
Rodney Hessinger

Queer Forms of Asian American
Inscrutability
Vivian L. Huang

Examines how the Second Great
Awakening disrupted gender norms across a breadth
of denomina�ons. The displacement and internal
migra�on of Americans created ripe condi�ons for
religious compe��on in the North. Opening their
own hearts to new religious impulses, some religious
visionaries offered up radical new dispensa�ons. A
wide array of churches, including Methodists,
Bap�sts, Mormons, Shakers, Catholics, and
Perfec�onists joined the fray.

Traces how Asian and Asian
American ar�sts have strategically reworked the
pernicious stereotype of inscrutability as a dynamic
an�racist, feminist, and queer form of resistance. By
using sound, touch, and affect, these ar�sts and
writers create new frameworks for affirming
Asianness as a source of poli�cal and social cri�que
and innova�ve forms of life and crea�vity.

Teaching Fear

The Anzaldúan Theory
Handbook

How We Learn to Fear Crime and
Why It Matters
Nicole E. Rader

AnaLouise Keating

October 2022 352pp
9781478018926 £23.99/ $28.95 PB
9781478016281 £90.00/ $104.95 HB

January 2023 233pp
9781439921036 £26.99/ $32.95 PB
9781439921029 £90.00/ $104.50 HB

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Provides a comprehensive
inves�ga�on of the founda�onal
theories, methods, and philosophies of Gloria E.
Anzaldúa. Through archival research and close
readings of Anzaldúa’s unpublished and published
wri�ngs, Kea�ng offers a biographical-intellectual
sketch of Anzaldúa, inves�gates her wri�ng process
and theory-making methods, and excavates her
archival manuscripts.

How rules about safety and the
fear of crime are learned and crystalized into crime
myths especially for women. Based on in-depth
research and family studies, Rader reveals the
dubious and dangerous origins of many of the most
prominent safety guidelines that teach young girls to
be more afraid of crime.
Excludes Asia Pacific
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The Camp Fire Girls

The Color Pynk

Gender, Race, and American
Girlhood, 1910–1980
Jennifer Helgren

Black Femme Art for Survival
Omise'eke Natasha Tinsley
November 2022 280pp
9781477326442 £20.99/ $24.95 PB
9781477321157 £77.00/ $90.00 HB

Expanding Fron�ers: Interdisciplinary
Approaches to Studies of Women,
Gender, and Sexuality
December 2022 380pp 17 photos, 3
illus.
9781496233080 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9780803286863 £85.00/ $99.00 HB

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

A celebra�on of the dis�nc�ve
and poli�cally defiant art of Black queer, cis-, and
transfemmes, from the work of Janelle Monáe and
Janet Mock to that of Indya Moore and Kelsey Lu.
This book conceptualizes Black femme as a set of
consciously, con�nually rescripted cultural and
aesthe�c prac�ces that disrupts conven�onal
meanings of race, gender, and sexuality

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Through the lens of America’s first and most
popular girls’ organiza�on, Helgren traces the role
and changing meaning of American girls’ ci�zenship
across cri�cal intersec�ons of gender, race, class,
and disability in the twen�eth-century United
States.

The Made-Up State

The Right Kind of
Suffering

Technology, Trans Femininity, and
Citizenship in Indonesia
Benjamin Hegarty

Gender, Sexuality, and Arab
Asylum Seekers in America
Rhoda Kanaaneh

December 2022 168pp 13 b&w hts., 2
maps
9781501766657 £20.99/ $24.95 PB
9781501766640 £108.00/ $125.00 HB

January 2023 216pp
9781477326725 £24.99/ $29.95 PB
9781477326381 £77.00/ $90.00 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

Hegarty contends that warias, one of Indonesia's
trans feminine popula�ons, have cul�vated a
dis�nc�ve way of cap�va�ng the affec�ve, material,
and spa�al experiences of belonging to a modern
public sphere. This book illuminates warias as part of
the social and technological format of state rule,
which has given rise to new possibili�es for seeing
and being seen as a ci�zen in postcolonial Indonesia.

When anthropologist Rhoda Kanaaneh became a
volunteer interpreter for Arab asylum seekers, she
discovered how applicants learned to cra� a specific
narra�ve to sa�sfy the system’s requirements. The
Right Kind of Suffering is a compelling portrait of Arab
asylum seekers whose success stories stand in
contrast with those whom the system failed.

The Sexual Politics of
Empire

The Solidarity
Encounter

Postcolonial Homophobia in
Haiti
Erin L. Durban

Women, Activism, and Creating
Non-Colonizing Relations
Carol Lynne D'Arcangelis

NWSA / UIP First Book Prize
December 2022 256pp 6 b&w photos
9780252086847 £22.99/ $28.00 PB
9780252044755 £88.00/ $110.00 HB

December 2022 300pp
9780774863865 £33.00/ $37.95 NIP

UBC PRESS

The Solidarity Encounter takes readers into the
fraught terrain of solidarity organizing in se�ler
colonial North America. This compassionate yet
unflinching exposé of the pi�alls of Indigenous–nonIndigenous solidarity work offers a construc�ve
framework for non-colonizing solidarity that can be
applied in any context of unequal power.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

This book examines LGBTQI life in contemporary Hai�
against the backdrop of American imperialism and
interven�on. Durban explores the crea�ve ways that
same-sex desiring and gender crea�ve Hai�ans
contend with an�-LGBTQI violence and ongoing
foreign interven�on.

Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ
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The Terrible We

The Vulgarity of Caste

ASTERISK
September 2022 208pp 5 illus.
9781478018681 £20.99/ $24.95 PB
9781478016052 £82.00/ $94.95 HB

South Asia in Mo�on
October 2022 384pp
9781503634084 £25.99/ $32.00 PB
9781503632387 £82.00/ $95.00 HB

Thinking with Trans
Maladjustment
Cameron Awkward-Rich

Dalits, Sexuality, and Humanity
in Modern India
Shailaja Paik

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Observing that trans studies was founded on a split
from and disavowal of madness, illness, and
disability, argues for and models a trans cri�cism
that works against this disavowal. Demonstrates
that rather than only impeding or confining trans
life, thought, and crea�vity, forms of maladjustment
have also been and will con�nue to be central to
their development.

This book offers the first social and intellectual
history of Dalit performance of Tamasha—a form of
popular, secular, traveling theater—and places Dalit
Tamasha women at the heart of moderniza�on in
India.

The Women’s Mosque
of America

Trans-Exclusionary
Feminisms and The
Global New Right

Authority and Community in US
Islam
Tazeen M. Ali

Edited by Serena Bassi &
Greta LaFleur
August 2022 234pp 1 illus.
9781478023364 £9.99/ $12.00 PB

November 2022 288pp 4 b&w illus.
9781479811304 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781479811298 £77.00/ $89.00 HB

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Contributors to this special issue consider what the
global rise of trans-exclusionary poli�cs and the
envelopment of these poli�cs into global right-wing
movements might mean for changing understandings
of transgender experience, science and medicine,
and legal protec�ons.

Analyzes how American Muslim women assert
themselves as religious actors in the US and beyond,
using the Qur’an as a tool for social jus�ce and
community building in The Women’s Mosque of
America (WMA), a mul�racial, women-only mosque
in Los Angeles, is the first of its kind in the United
States.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Transforming Family

Turning Archival

November 2022 282pp
9781496225092 £52.00/ $60.00 HB

Radical Perspec�ves
November 2022 408pp 39 illus.
9781478017974 £24.99/ $29.95 PB
9781478015345 £88.00/ $109.95 HB

Queer Kinship and Migration in
Contemporary Francophone
Literature
Jocelyn Frelier

The Life of the Historical in Queer
Studies
Edited by Daniel Marshall &
Zeb Tortorici

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

Frelier examines a selec�on of
novels penned by francophone authors in France,
Morocco, and Algeria, including Azouz Begag, Nina
Bouraoui, Fouad Laroui, Leïla Sebbar, Leïla Slimani,
and Abdellah Taïa. Each novel contributes a unique
argument about this alternate understanding of
family, ques�oning how family relates to race,
gender, class, embodiment, and intersec�onality.

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Traces the rise of “the archive” as an object of
historical desire and study within queer studies and
examine how it fosters historical imagina�on and
knowledge. illuminates the allure of the archive,
reflects on that which resists archival capture, and
outlines the stakes of queer and trans lives in the
archival turn.
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Visitation

Wandering Women

November 2022 256pp 48 illus.
9781478019169 £20.99/ $25.95 PB
9781478016526 £86.00/ $99.95 HB

New Direc�ons in Na�onal Cinemas
December 2022 256pp 77 b&w illus.
9780253064653 £20.99/ $25.00 PB
9780253064646 £52.00/ $60.00 HB

The Conjure Work of Black
Feminist Avant-Garde Cinema
Jennifer DeClue

Urban Ecologies of Italian
Feminist Filmmaking
Laura Di Bianco

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Examines Black feminist avant-garde films from
filmmakers including Kara Walker, Tourmaline, and
Ja’Tovia Gary that visualize violence suffered by
Black women in the United States. Theorizing their
films as a form of conjure work, DeClue shows how
these filmmakers raise the specters of Black women
from the past and invite them to reveal history from
their point of view.

Explores the work of contemporary Italian women
directors from feminist and ecological perspec�ves.
Based on interviews with directors, Wandering
Women deepens the understanding of
contemporary Italian cinema while enriching the
field of feminist ecocri�cal literature.

We Are Having This
Conversation Now

Webbed Connectivities
The Imperial Sociology of Sex,
Gender, and Sexuality
Vrushali Patil

The Times of AIDS Cultural
Production
Alexandra Juhasz &
Theodore Kerr

August 2022 232pp 3 b&w illus.
9781517911089 £21.99/ $27.00 PB
9781517911072 £93.00/ $108.00 HB

October 2022 280pp 43 illus.
9781478018483 £21.99/ $26.95 PB
9781478015840 £86.00/ $99.95 HB

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS

Construc�ng a new approach for
centering empire in produc�ons of racialized,
gendered, and sexualized difference. Webbed
Connec�vi�es intercepts the poli�cal economy of
knowledge produc�on within the social sciences to
argue for the work of centering the role of imperial
hierarchies in knowledge produc�on and circula�on.

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Alexandra Juhasz and Theodore Kerr—two scholars
deeply embedded in the HIV response—present the
history, present, and future of AIDS through thirteen
short conversa�ons. Throughout, Juhasz and Kerr
invite readers to reflect and find ways to engage in
their own AIDS related culture and conversa�on.

Excludes Japan & ANZ

What Pornography
Knows

Who Gets to Go Backto-the-Land?

September 2022 304pp
9781503633117 £22.99/ $28.00 PB
9781503611665 £77.00/ $90.00 HB

December 2022 238pp 7 photos, 4 illus.
9781496215000 £52.00/ $60.00 HB

Sex and Social Protest since the
Eighteenth Century
Kathleen Lubey

Gender and Race in U.S. SelfSufficiency Popular Culture
Valerie Padilla Carroll

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Examines a variety of media from the last century
that prosely�zed self-sufficiency as a solu�on to the
economic instability, environmental destruc�on, and
perceived disintegra�on of modern America. This
archival research illuminates how embedded race,
class, gender, and heteronorma�ve dogmas in these
texts reinforce dominant power ideologies and ignore
the experiences of marginalized people.

What Pornography Knows offers a new history of
pornography based on forgo�en bawdy fic�on of the
eighteenth century, its nineteenth-century
republica�on, and its appearance in 1960s PBs.
Through close textual study, Lubey shows how these
texts were edited across �me to become what we
think pornography is—a genre focused primarily on
sex.
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Wicked Flesh

Wide-Open Desert

Black Women, Intimacy, and
Freedom in the Atlantic World
Jessica Marie Johnson

A Queer History of New Mexico
Jordan Biro Walters
January 2023 296pp 24 b&w illus.
9780295751023 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9780295751016 £85.00/ $99.00 HB

Early American Studies
November 2022 328pp 15 illus.
9781512823707 £20.99/ $24.95 NIP

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRESS

Explores how land communes,
art circles, and university classrooms helped create
communi�es that supported queer cultural
expression and launched gay civil rights ac�vism in
New Mexico. Biro Walters draws on oral histories,
documentaries, poetry, and archival sources to
demonstrate how geographic migra�on and
crea�ve expression enabled LGBTQ+ people to
resist marginaliza�on and forge spaces of
belonging.

Unearthing personal stories from the
archive, Wicked Flesh shows how black women,
from Senegambia in West Africa to the Caribbean to
New Orleans, used in�macy and kinship to redefine
freedom in the eighteenth-century Atlan�c world.
Their prac�ces laid the groundwork for the
emancipa�on struggles of the nineteenth century.

With Honor and
Integrity

Woman Suffrage and
Women’s Rights

Transgender Troops in Their Own
Words
Edited by Máel EmbserHerbert & Bree Fram

Ellen Carol DuBois

July 1998 318pp
9780814719015 £23.99/ $29.00 PB

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

This volume gathers Ellen Carol
DuBois' most influen�al ar�cles
on woman suffrage and includes
two new essays. The collec�on traces the trajectory
of the suffrage story against the backdrop of changing
a�tudes to poli�cs, ci�zenship and gender, and the
resultant tensions over such issues as slavery and
aboli�onism, sexuality and religion, and class and
poli�cs.

November 2022 256pp
9781479820474 £16.99/ $19.95 NIP

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

A powerful, accessible, and hear�elt collec�on of
first-hand accounts from transgender military
personnel in the United States. Featuring essays from
current service members or veterans, these eyeopening accounts show us what it is like to serve in
the military as a transgender person.

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Women at the Wheel

recent highlights

A Century of Buying, Driving, and
Fixing Cars
Katherine J. Parkin

Confidence Culture

Shani Orgad & Rosalind Gill

July 2022 272pp 3 illus.
9781512823653 £21.99/ $26.50 NIP

March 2022 256pp 14 illus.
9781478017608 £20.99/ $25.95 PB
9781478014539 £86.00/ $99.95 HB

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRESS

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Ever since the Ford Model T
became a vehicle for the masses, the automobile has
served as a symbol of masculinity. Women, in
contrast, were relegated to the passenger seat and
have been the target of stereotypes that portray
them as uninterested in automobiles and, more
perniciously, as poor drivers. Parkin illuminates the
social implica�ons of these stereotypes and shows
how they have li�le basis in historical reality.

Examines how impera�ves directed at women to
“love your body” and “believe in yourself” imply that
psychological blocks hold women back rather than
entrenched social injus�ces. Rejec�ng confidence
culture’s remaking of feminism along individualis�c
and neoliberal lines, this book explores alterna�ve
ar�cula�ons of feminism that go beyond the
confidence impera�ve.
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Sissy Insurgencies

Three Centuries of
Travel Writing by
Muslim Women

A Racial Anatomy of Unfit
Manliness
Marlon B. Ross

Edited by Siobhan LambertHurley, Daniel Majchrowicz
& Sunil Sharma

March 2022 456pp 22 illus.
9781478017837 £25.99/ $31.95 PB
9781478015215 £99.00/ $114.95 HB

August 2022 520pp 40 b&w illus.
9780253062390 £56.00/ $65.00 PB
9780253062048 £90.00/ $105.00 HB

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Explores the figure of the sissy as central to how
Americans have imagined, ar�culated, and
nego�ated black masculinity from the 1880s to the
present. Ross shows how sissiness cons�tutes a
historically fluid range of gender prac�ces that is
expressed as a physical manifesta�on, discursive
epithet, social iden�ty, and poli�cal phenomenon.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS

The contributors recover, translate, annotate, and
provide historical and cultural context for the 17thto 20th-century wri�ngs of Muslim women travelers
in ten different languages. The stunning firsthand
accounts in this collec�on completely upend
preconceived no�ons of who was exploring the
world.

Books stocked at Marston Book Services
Tel: +44 (0)1235 465500
enquiries@combinedacademic.co.uk
www.combinedacademic.co.uk
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